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Featuring more than 1,500 images that bring the story of the past to life through a detailed timeline,

this visual reference helps children navigate the influences, patterns, and connections between

historical events, beginning with prehistory and running up to the Arab Spring.Budding historians will

learn about the history of humans across the world in History Year by Year. Spreads highlight major

historical eras including the Renaissance and the French Revolution, while quotations from primary

and secondary sources provide further insight and give proper historical context. Kids will love the

"child of the time" feature, which details the experience of children during important historical

periods, including Ancient Egypt, Viking England, the Industrial Revolution, and World War

II.Created in association with the Smithsonian Institution, History Year by Year is a visual journey

throughout time and an invaluable reference for kids who want to connect the dots of history across

the globe.
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Gr 4-8-Divided into different eras, with various ranges of time ("Before History Began," "Really

Ancient History," "Much More Civilized," "The Marvelous Middle Ages," "Exploring and Reforming,"

"Time for Change," "Empires and World Wars," and "Fast Forward"), this offering follows the

publisher's successful pattern of full-color pictures, brief blurbs of text, and highlighted features

focusing on particular aspects of the broader subject. Starting with "3 MYA" ("million years ago") and



ending with "1945-present," each part of the book gives a brief overview of what was going on in

different parts of the world at the same time. A color-coded time line runs across most of the

spreads, showing the progression and advancement of civilization. Every few pages, a particular

subtopic gets extra attention. For instance, in the "700 BCE-500 CE" section, there is a two-page

discussion, replete with a color picture of Chinese emperor Qin Shi Huangdi's terra-cotta army.

Features such as these make this an excellent browsing book, but students can still pull information

from the text. A brief history of both the United States and Canada is appended. A good addition to

most collections, both for the information it offers and for its appealing format.-Carol Fazioli, Barth

Elementary School, Pottstown, PAÎ±(c) Copyright 2013. Library Journal. LLC, a wholly owned

subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.

Presented in a time-line format, this is a visually astonishing excursion through world history from

3.5 million years ago to 2012. The colorful ribbon of time across the middle of each page is

branched off with blocks of text and accompanying illustrations (photos of artifacts and events,

drawings, and diagrams) to provide a stimulating, browser-friendly design throughout. Most

double-page spreads cover a specific-length segment of time, starting at millions of years in

prehistoric times, reducing to smaller time spans as history becomes more detailed, and then finally

settling in at five years for most spreads from 1910 onward. Special pages highlighting major

eventsâ€”or, in some cases, focusing upon the lives of childrenâ€”are interspersed throughout. The

coverage is inclusive, touching upon activities in all parts of the world, though much of the

information will require a fairly sophisticated knowledge of history to understand. Although designed

for reference, this has the feel of a carefully crafted museum exhibit. Grades 6-9. --Randall Enos

This is a great book. My 8 year old daughter shocked me by asking for a history book (who are

you?!) and I decided on this one because it was from Smithsonian. Glad I did! Beautiful pictures,

easy to understand, and very thorough.

This is a fabulous history resource for homeschoolers - organized in timeline form. Short blurbs of

information about hundreds of events, people, places, etc. Enough to learn a bit and inspire further

research.

This book is organized so well. I bought it for my son, however, it is on MY bedside table. I studied

math and science, and although I love going to museums, I actually don't know much history. This



book is an incredible start!

My 12 year old loves this book. The first half is a little boring, but that may be because I am not as

interested in early civilizations. Can't wait to get to the more modern stuff. It's very well done

visually.

Bought this for my 4 grader as a non fiction option to read. She hasn't really got into yet....but I'm

hopeful. Easy to read, quick stories with picture to keep interest.

Really easy to follow fun book. I got it for my Dad who loves history. He's 77 and wouldn't sit down

to a complicated book that is work to read at this stage. He loved it and wouldn't put it down. It

would also be good for kids.

This awesome book is A fabulous history of the world. The timeline is accompanied by stunning and

interesting illustrations, A must for all ages of history buffs! The artifacts are interesting and the

format will inspire imagination!

Bought this for my 11 year old who loves reading about history. Its a great book and I even found

myself reading it. He keeps going back to at on different occasions.
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